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1. Which sentence is correct? Melyik mondat helyes? 

A: I’ve got a thin, new, small pencil. 

B: I’ve got a small, thin, blue pencil. 

C: I’ve got a blue, thin, small pencil. 

D: I’ve got two blue, small pencils.       

E: I’ve got two thin, small, blue pencils.  

 

2. Chose the ODD word. Keresd meg a kakukktojást.  

               A: frog      B: dragonfly     C: tortoise     D: crab     E: snail 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can do it! 



 

3. Which fruits are NOT in the picture? Melyik gyümölcsök nincsenek a képen? 

 

A: nut     B: gooseberry   C: watermelon    D: pineapple     E: apple 

             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. How many mistakes can you find in the following text? Hány hibát találhatsz a 

következő szövegben?  

 

My family’s got lots of new things at home. I’ve got a computer and a games 

console, my sister’s got a tablet, and my parents has got a large TV in there 

bedroom. We all have got mobile phones and bikes, but we haven’t got a 

skateboard. Our car isn’t new, its old, but I think it isn’t bad. My friend’s, Tony’s 

parents hasn’t got a car. They take the bus to work. We ride our bikes to school.  

A: 3      B: 4       C: 5       D: 6      E: 7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. How many legs have the following pets got altogether? Hány lába van a következő 

kis kedvenceknek összesen? 

Two parrots, one budgie, ten snakes, three dogs and four cats. 

 

A: twenty-two    B: thirty-four   C: forty-two   D: thirty-six 

 

6. What subjects are Science? Melyik tantárgyak természettudományok? 



A: Physics    B: Biology   C: History   D: Geography   E: Chemistry 

 

7. Read the following rhyme and answer the question. Olvasd el a versikét és válaszolj 

a kérdésre. 

 

Hot-cross buns! 
Hot-cross buns! 
One a penny, two a penny, 
Hot-cross buns! 
If you have no daughters, 
Give them to your sons; 
One a penny, two a penny, 
Hot-cross buns! 
 
On which holiday do people eat hot cross buns? 

 

A: Easter     B: Christmas   C: New Year’s Eve    D: Mother’s Day 

E: Valentine’s Day 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. Find the right pair of antonyms. Keresd meg a helyes ellentét-párokat. 

A: black-white   B: tall-small   C: good-bad   D: thick-thin   E: short-slim 

 

 

9. Which words have more meanings? Melyik szavaknak van több jelentése?  

A: fly       B: book      C: apple      D: mouse      E: glass 

 

10. Which plurals are NOT correct? Melyik többes számok nem helyesek?  

 

A: shelfs, elfs, knifes  B:  shelves, elves, knives 

C: childs, wifes, womens  D: children, men, women  E: mice, kites, lives 

 

11.  Which words are not related to a birthday party? Melyik dolgok NEM szülinapi 

bulival kapcsolatosak? 



A: chocolate eggs    B: cards    C: presents   D: tree    E: costumes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12. David has downloaded a new game on his phone. The game starts as shown in the 

picture. David was laying the dominos well, but one was always out. How much is 

the sum of the numbers on the domino left out? Dávid talált egy új játékot, amelyet 

le is töltött a telefonjára. A játék a képen látható módon indult. Dávid ügyesen 

rakosgatta a dominókat, de egy mindig kimaradt. Mennyi a kimaradt dominón 

látható számjegyek összege? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A: nineteen         B: ten       C: zero          D: eight            E: thirty-four 
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1. You can see some of famous sights of London and their descriptions in the following 

chart. You won’t find the descriptions for three of the sights. Put these sights in 

alphabetical order. Which sight will be the third? / A következő táblázatban London 

néhány nevezetességét és a hozzájuk kapcsolódó leírásokat találod. Három 

látványossághoz nem fogsz leírást találni. Tedd ezeket betűrendbe! Melyik lesz a 

harmadik? 

Madame 

Tussauds 

This is a huge wheel near the River Thames. It has got 32 air- conditioned capsules. You can see 

all of London’s famous sights from the top.  

Trafalgar 

Square 

It is the Houses of Parlaiment’s iconic clock tower. The name of the clock tower is originally  the 

name of the huge bell inside. 

the Natural 

History 

Museum 

It is a 309 metres high skyscraper. It is the highest building in London.  

The London 

Eye 

It is an amazing wax museum, where you can see wax statues of old kings and queens, film stars 

and athletes.  

Westminster 

Abbey 

It is one of the biggest department stores in Europe. There are about 330 shops in it.  

Piccadilly 

Circus 

It is one of the biggest historical museums of the world. Here you can find mummies from the 

ancient Egypt.  

the Palace of 

Westminster 

 

Buckingham 

Palace 

This is a public square in the centre of London. There is a high column in the middle. At the top 

of the column there is a statue of Admiral Nelson.  

the British 

Museum 

 

Shard This is one of London’s famous crossroads. It is close to the shopping and entertaining areas in 

the West End. It is a busy meeting place and tousist attraction.  

Notting Hill It is the other name of the Houses of Parlaiment. It is located on the left bank of the River 

Thames. It is the official seat of the British Government.  

Hyde Park In this building there are five huge collections of botany, entomology, mineralogy, paleontology 

and zoology. It is also famous for its dinosaur skeletons.  

Harrods It is the residence of the Royal family in London. On certain days you can see Changing the 

Guard in front of this building.  

Big Ben  

You can do it! 

 



A: the Palace of Westminster           B: Hyde Park                         C: the British Museum 

D: Westminster Abbey                                   E: Madame Tussauds 

 

2. Read the following text carefully. How many spelling mistakes can you find 

altogether? / Olvasd el figyelmesen a szöveget! Hány helyesírási hibát találsz 

összesen? 

 

There are for seasons in a year. Spring, summer, autumn and wintre. My favorite 

season is spring. We thing of spring as the first season of the year. The spring mounths 

are: March, april and May. In spring the temperature rises and the days get longer. The 

weater can be very mixed in this season. There are days when it is cold and rainy and 

days when it is olmost as warm as in summer. However, the sun shines more offen and 

flowers begin to grow and blossom. Many animels hibernate in winter and come out in 

spring. Birds build their nests and lay their eggs. Same festivals during spring are: 

April Fool’s Day, Moter’s Day, Easter and May Day. 

 

A: 10 

B: 11 

C: 12 

D: 13 

E: 14 

 

3. Do the crossword. Which sentence / sentences is/ are true for the solution?/ Fejtsd meg 

a keresztrejtvényt, majd jelöld az összes olyan állítást, amely igaz a megfejtéssel 

kapcsolatban! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 



1. There are ……………….. months in a season. 

2. It’s a tiny, white flower. You can see it at the end of winter. 

3. It is an adult caterpillar. 

4. It is a little chicken. 

5. It is the first month in spring. 

6.  It is a small, purple flower which grows in spring. 

7. It comes after the winter. 

8. It is a spring holiday. 

9. It is a red insect with black spots. 

10. It is the other name of a rabbit. 

11. It is a colourful arc in the sky. 

12. It warms and brightens everything. 

 

A: It is originally served on Good Friday in the United Kingdom. 

B: It is salty and spicy. 

C: It is lightly sweet and spicy. 

D: It can contain raisins or currants. 

E:  After baking, people fill the cross on its top with maple syrup. 

 

4. Look at the chart. How many time expressions aren’t in the right column? / Nézd meg 

a táblázatot! Hány idővel kapcsolatos kifejezés nincs a megfelelő oszlopban? 

 

IN  ON AT 

 

June 

2013 

the evening 

the 1990s 

night 

Friday, April 17, 2020 

summer 

 

 

Christmas 

Wednesday 

my birthday 

Christmas Day 

the 2nd of April 

noon 

Easter Monday  

winter 

Good Friday 

 

9 o’clock 

the 20th century 

the weekend 

8.45 

Easter 

11 a.m. 

Easter Monday 

30 October 

midnight 

 the afternoon 

 

A: 6                       B: 7                      C: 8                      D: 9                   E:10 

 

 



5. Write the first missing letters of the words. Then read together these letters. You will 

get an adjective.     Which ones are the synonyms of this adjective?/ Írd be a táblázatba 

a szavak első, hiányzó betűit! A betűket összeolvasva egy melléknevet fogsz kapni. 

Melyek a megfejtésül kapott melléknév szinonimái? 

        

 -levator 
-ight 

-umber 
-ose 

-ctober 
-nion 

-uler 
-ibbon 

-onster 
-outh 

-range 
-pen 

-mbrella 
-niform 

-hirt 
-nake 

 

A: giant     B: huge    C: tiny     D: colossal    E: gigantic 

 

 

6. There are five questions and five answers in the following exercise. If you find the 

correct matching you will get five funny jokes in English. Which is the correct 

matching? / A következő feladatban 5 kérdést és 5 választ találsz. Ha helyesen 

párosítod össze őket, öt tréfás angol viccet kapsz megfejtésül. Melyik a helyes 

párosítás? 

 

1. Why are spiders so smart? 

2. Why do bicycles fall over? 

3. Why did the student throw her watch out of the school window? 

4. Why did the teddy bear say no to dessert? 

5. Why did the snakes cross the road? 

a: Because they are two-tired. 

b: Because it was stuffed. 

c: Because they wanted to get the other ssssside. 

d: Because they can find everyting on the web. 

e: Because she wanted to see time fly. 

 

 A:   1a   2d   3c   4b   5e 

 B:   1d   2a   3e   4b   5c    

 C:   1e   2a   3c   4d   5b 

 D:   1d   2e   3b   4a   5c 

 E:   1c   2a   3e   4b   5d    

 



7. In the following text you can read some amazing facts about elephants. Read the text 

carefully. Then read the five statements below and find all the sentences with incorrect 

informations./ A következő szövegben az elefántokról olvashatsz érdekes tényeket. 

Gondosan/Figyelmesen olvasd el a szöveget, majd az öt állítás közül válaszd ki a 

valótlan információt tartalmazókat! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A: Male elephants don’t live with the babies. 

B: African elephants have got bigger ears and longer tusks. 

C: Their tusks can be 25 centimetres long. 

D: Elephants are the biggest mammals in the world. 

 

 

8. Write the names of the vegetables, then cross out all their letters from the letter line 

below. From the rest of the letters you can make an other vegetable. What is the 

Hungarian name of this vegetable? / Írd le a képen látható zöldségek neveit, majd húzd 

ki a szavak összes betűjét a betűhalmazból! A megmaradt betűkből egy újabb zöldség 

nevét állíthatod össze. Mi ennek a zöldségnek a magyar neve? 

                                

AAAAABBBBCCCCCCEEEEEEEEFGGGGIILLLLLMNOOOPRRRRTTTTTUUUUW   

   A: karalábé         B: cékla        C: retek       D: zeller                E: spenót  

 

Elephants are wonderful animals. They are the biggest mammals that live on land. There 

are two kinds of elephants. Asian and African. Asian elephants have got smaller ears and 

shorter tusks. African elephants are bigger and taller than the Asian elephants. An African 

elephant can weigh more than 5000 kilograms. Both of them have got trunks but they are 

different. African elephants have got two ’fingers’  at the end of their trunk. Asian 

elephants have got only one ’finger’.Elephants eat plants. They use their trunks to pick up 

food from the ground and they get water with them. They don’t drink with their trunks, 

they just spray water into their mouths. They have got four teeth. One tooth of an elephant 

can be 25 centimetres long.They can cool themselves with their ears or they go into the 

water or mud.  Femail elephants live in groups with their babies. The oldest female is the 

leader. Male elephants live alone. Elephants can live about eighty years.  

 

 
     



9. Which sentence(s) is /are grammatically correct? / Mely mondat(ok) helyes(ek) 

nyelvtanilag?    

 

A: I didn’t go to the party last Saturday. 

B: Linda is the most gorgeousest girl in our class. 

C: I always take out the rubbish in the morning. 

D: My brother usually drives fastly. 

E. She doesn’t has to do homework at the weekends. 

 

10.  Write the names of these animal body parts in English, then with the help of the given 

symbols form a sentence. For which animals will the statement be true? / Írd le a 

képen látható állati testrészek angol megfelelőit, majd a szimbólumok segítségével 

alkoss egy mondatot! Mely állatokra igaz a megfejtésül kapott állítás?  

                
 
………………… 

 
………………… 

 
…………………… 

 
…………………… 

 
…………………….. 

 
…………………… 

©∞€& @∞%§ £€%#Ø ±ȸȸɄ§Ø %§¥≠ ±ȸ⌂% 
 

€©     €Ø     ∞     @∞@@∞&       £±€¥±      &€Ʉ§Ø      €%     £∞©§⌂. 

 

A: shark 

B: seahorse 

C: octopus 

D: dolphin 

E: whale 

11.  Replace the auxiliary verbs into the questions. Which is the correct order? / Helyezd 

el a megadott segédigéket a kérdésekben! Melyik a helyes sorrend?  

             Could                       Can                    Did                      Do                       Does 

…………….. your friend like basketball? 

…………….. you write your name with your left hand? 

…………….. you swim in the sea last summer? 

…………….. your gradparents live in the countryside? 

……………… you swim when you were six years old? 

A: Does, Can, Do, Did, Could 

B: Can, Does, Did, Do, Could 

C: Does, Can, Did, Could, Do 

D: Could, Can, Did, Do, Does 

E: Could, Do, Did, Can, Does 

 



12. Tom found a new game which he downloaded on his mobile. The game started as you 

can see in the picture below. Tom was putting the dominoes cleverly, but one of the 

dominoes always dropped out. What is the sum of the numbers on the remaining 

domino? / Tom talált egy új játékot, amelyet le is töltött a telefonjára. Tom ügyesen 

rakosgatta a dominókat, de egy mindig kimaradt. Mennyi a kimaradt dominón látható 

számok összege? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A: thirty-two 

B: twenty- four 

C: twenty- five 

D: nineteen 

E: twenty- three 
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1. Which are the synonyms for SMART? 

A: clever    B: happy    C: intelligent     D: handsome     E: wise 

 

2. Find the ODD word. 

A: hurricane     B: flood     C: explosion     D: draught     E: thunderstorm 

 

3. Read the text about New Zealand and choose the statement that is NOT true. 

New Zealand is an island country in the south-western Pacific Ocean. 

It consists of two main islands—the North Island and the South 

Island —and over 700 smaller islands. It is the sixth-largest island 

country and lies east of Australia. New Zealand's capital 

city is Wellington, and its most populous city is Auckland. The 

islands of New Zealand were the last large habitable land to be settled 

by humans. Since human arrival, almost half of the country's 

vertebrate species have become extinct, including at least fifty-one 

birds, three frogs, three lizards, one freshwater fish, and one bat. Others are endangered or  

severely reduced in number.  

A: New Zealand has more than 700 islands. 

B: The capital isn’t the biggest city.  

C: It’s an island country. 

D: It has got two main islands. 

E: More than fifty-six species of vertebrates are endangered. 
 

You can do it! 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Island_country
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pacific_Ocean
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_Island
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Island
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Island
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_islands_of_New_Zealand
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_island_countries
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_island_countries
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capital_of_New_Zealand
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capital_of_New_Zealand
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wellington
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Auckland


4. Read the text and find the extra letters. Which word do you get from them as an answer to 

the question? 

Our environement is in danger. The greenhouse-effect makes our planet becomes warmer 

and warmer. This is caused by the greenhouse gases. The most common is carbon-dioxide, 

whitch is emitted by the burning of fossil fuels. Factorries and cars use much fossil fuels. 

The ice caps of the Earth melt and the sea level rises. Lots of animals are in danger because 

they loose their inhabitat. Draught is a big problem in some places. There isn’t enough rain. 

People are affraid of famine. We should do something to stop the process. We need more… 

A: water           B: forests          C: animals              D: air        E: rain 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Find the right ending to the following jokes.     

1.What kind of bug tells the time?                        a) A sandwitch              

2.Why did the cloud stay home from school?       b) Between us,  

                                                                               something smells.                                                                                                     

3.What kind of witch goes to the beach?                c) Its days are numbered. 

4.What did one eye say to the other?                      d) A clock-roach. 

5. Why shouldn't you marry a calendar?                e) It was feeling under the     

                                                                                     weather.  

A: 1-a    2 -d   3 -e   4 -c    5-b                C: 1- c  2- a  3- b  4- d  5 - e 

B: 1-d    2-e    3-a   4- b  5 – c                D: 1- b  2- c  3- d  4 – a   5 – e 

                          E: 1- e    2- b   3 – c    4 – a     5 – d 

 

 

 

 

 



6. What is true for the British weather? Find ALL the right statements. 

A: People love to talk about it. 

B: Some places of Great Britain are wet, but London is drier than New York or Rome.  

C: It’s often changing. 

D: The winters are always cold and snowy. 

E: The summers are hot and dry. 

 

 

7. Which advice do you get from your parents, when you have sore eyes? 

A: You should eat less sweets. 

B: You should play less computer games. 

C: You shouldn’t play too much football. 

D: You shouldn’t sit in the front row in class. 

E: You shouldn’t listen to loud music. 

 

 

 

 

 

8. Which sentence is grammatically correct? 

A: When I was entering the room, my phone was 

ringing. 

B: The sun was shining and the birds were singing 

when something happened.  

C: Mr. Wilson was having dinner when the accident 

was happening. 

D: My mother cooked the dinner when the police arrived. 

E: I was having a shower when my best friend was coming to my house. 



9. Which statement is FALSE about the sights of London? 

A: Big Ben is the name of a bell. 

B: The London Eye was built in 2000. 

C: The Globe Theatre dates back to Shakespeare. 

D: Madame Tussauds is a wax museum. 

E: Queen Elizabeth II lives in Buckingham Palace.  

10. Which job am I talking about? 

I work in an office or outside in the town. People hire me to help the investigation of 

different crimes or find out something about someone. I don’t work eight hours a day, I 

sometimes work more. I often work at night or at weekends. I talk to the people involved in a 

case to find out what happened, who is guilty. It’s a very exciting job. 

A: lawyer    B: private detective   C: secretary   D: policeman   E: soldier 

 

11. Which is NOT a tool? 

A: axe    B: hammer    C: screwdriver    D: wreath     E: scissors 

 

12.When you are a teenager and you have a problem, you can write an anonymous 

letter to ask for advice from an expert. Your letter may appear in a magazine or on an 

Internet page. This is called… 

A: problem page     B: news page    C: problam page    D: letter of advice 

E: letter of inquery 
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1. Which of the following words are American English? 

A: motorway   B: highway     C: mall     D: shopping centre    E: elevator  

 

2. Which places are mentioned in the following song? 

Madonna: American Pie 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X4RDB-mMDJg 

A: the street   B: the gym   C:  the playground    D: the beach   

E: the park 

3. Which is NOT the sight of New York?  

A: Times Square   B: Central Park   C: the Statue of Liberty   D: Empire State Building     

E: Piccadilly Circus  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can do it! 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X4RDB-mMDJg


4. On Which sport event do British people eat strawberries with cream? 

A: Wimbledon      B: British Grand Prix      C: Premier League   D: World Darts 

Championship    E: Six Nations Rugby Championship 

5. What work does a chemist do?  

A: types letters   B: makes pottery    C: makes roof      D: teaches Chemistry  

E: sells medicine 

 

6. Where is the article ’the’ used incorrectly? 

A: the Globe Theatre   B: the Oxford Street    C: the Tower of London   D: the London Eye    

E: the King 

 

7. Which materials are natural? Find them all. 

A: cotton       B: leather      C: polyester  D: rubber      E: wool 

8. Which sentence is NOT correct? 

A:  You haven’t flown in a balloon, have you? 

B: I have already won two prizes, haven’t I? 

C: I finished my homework yesterday, didn’t I? 

D: You can’t climb Mount Everest, could you? 

E: My mother did lots of things last year, didn’t she?  

9. These are some tips about healthy lifestyle. Choose the odd ones. 

A: You shouldn’t sleep more than 8 hours at night. 

B: You shouldn’t eat many sweets. 



C: You should do sports two times a week. 

D: You should protect your skin from getting sunburnt. 

E: You should smoke and drink alcohol. 

10. Which words are uncountable? Find them all. 

A: advice   B: jeans    C: information   D: air    E: money 

 

11.Which item of clothing has got sleeves? 

A: jeans      B: jacket     C: skirt     D: socks     E: underwear 

 

12.Complete the joke with the suitable numbers. 

- Why is … afraid? 

- Because … ate … . 

A: seven, eight, nine    B:six, seven, nine   C: six, seven, eight    D: eight, nine, ten                  

E: five, six, seven 

 

 

 


